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BARCODE USES AND ABUSES e~c~!~

BY MARTHA W KEENEN, RHIA ‘UN iI 6 z~~fl

BARCODE: A SHORT HISTORY

Otigins of Barcode: WAere It ComesFrom

Barcodes are something that everybody sees every day; so common as to be taken -<for granted and
normally unnoticed. Readable, no one reads them. They are used to allow machines to identify a wide varie~
of non-electronic, real life objects. Barcode is one of the earliest types of what is now called “Automatic
Identification and Data Capture” (AIDC), meaning “data was transmitted into whatever system by something
other than typing or hand-writing.”

There are 18 technologies, broken down into six categories - biometrics, electromagnetic, magnetic,
optical, Smart Cards, Touch - included in the AIDC concept. Many are used jointly with or as adjuncts to a
basic barcode system of some type. All are based on assignment of a unique identifier to the object, usually a
mu-nber. The uniqueness presumption makes barcode systems very applicable and appropriate to the nuclear
information management venue as they inherently comply -tith the Nuclear Quality Assurance (NQA-1)
requirements.

Barcode systems belong to the “optical” category of AIDC. It is very old in usage as these technologies
go, having first been patented in 1949. It astonished me, in researching this paper, to find that there are over
250 types of barcode (symboiogies), each with its own specialized attributes, though only a few dozen are in
active use. The initial uses were in the early 1950s and diversity of use is ever increasing as people fmd new
ways to make this versatile old technology work. To what else could it be applied, in the future?

..*

WHY AND WHY NOT TO BARCODE

This presentation requires an integrated system approach that combines the inherent benefits of a
database application (virtual manipulation) with the benefits of the most mature “automatic/keyless data
capture” technology i.e., barcodes. Barcode symbologies can now accommodate much more data than just an
identifier. Like the hardware store, sheets of bar-coded choices (approval routing, locations, et al) could be
taped to desks or held in binders. These would be used to scan, rather than type, information into a database
both speeding up and improving data entry accuracy.

To better understand the potential advantages (and pitfalls) of barcodes, break the technological portion
of the process into two parts: assigning a number to each object in the group (domain) and attaching a
machine-readable copy of that number to each object in some fashion. Leaving aside compliance issues,
there are sigrdicant difficulties in a system that does not identify each unit (document/record) uniquely

= Drawbacks due to lack of unique identification (number) include

1) A change of name requires a physical movement to “correct” the file’s otherwise
“permanent location.”

:*
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Great care (complicated schemes) must be taken to avoid two different things with the
same name iiom being confused during filing, searching, and/or retieval. This item has
serious retention/disposition implications if similarly named records belong to different
series.

A desired change of the primary filing system (e.g., name to author) requires such a
massive effort that it will probably not be done.

Critical Recorded Information Management (RIM) operations, e.g., disposition, involve
extra labor to make sure items are exactly identified (see #2).

■ Drawbacks due to lack of machine-readable label are limited to those associated with
somebody telling the computer about the unlabeled docuinent (data entry) and how long it
takes to do that. These difficulties are easily dealt with by a properly managed and verified
barcode system. Those under the first bullet are not so easily handled.

There are advantages and disadvantages to everything and barcode systems are no exception to that rule.
The advantages are inherent in the structure of the technology

Long-proven technology with many specialized and more general applications on the market
affording a wide range of programmatic, forrna~ and vendor choices.

Unique identification for each record/object averts confhsion beisveen similar documents
and meets many regulatory requirements for that “uniqueness” with no further effort.

One-to-one correspondence between records and metadata linked by the unique identifier.

Machine-readable format reduces human error based on misreading record identification
and/or content (e.g., title) potentially improving both storage and retrieval accuracy.

Subject to indexing field limitations, the ability to rearran~e, in virtual folders, the metadata
in any way requested and present the resulting listing of available records to the customer for
review & selection. This listing becomes the pull/retrieval list and documentation (if
required) of what was pulled for whom when.

Improved information Iifecycle and inventory management achieved.

Space management improvements and associated cost savings proven.

The pitfalls are subtler and tend to be due to administrative, rather than technical, issues. The most
common pitfalls of reliance on a barcode-based information management system, include:

■ Failure to budget adequately for initial costs and/or regular usage.

■ Use as a cure-all for a broken system.

■ Poor planning for integration of the barcode process into the workflow (unified system
plan).

= Flawed or inconsistently implemented number-assignment process.

= Illegible barcodes due to size, type, and/or poor printing.
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Failure to independently veri~ process at regular intervals (quality verification& control),

No, or poor, disaster planning and recovery process. It had better be reliable if everything
relies on this system. “

If applying a numbered label is all that is done and nothihg else, the time and money invested in barcode,
or any related technology, have been wasted. But with this inveswnent, the records are freed from residing
only in their physical location. They now also exist in cyberspace (virtual folders). Their movement and uses
are limited only by system resources, imagination, and need.

WHAT BARCODE CAN DO

In Recorded Information Management (RIM), paper records (more precisely “the record copies”) can
exist in only one place, even “electronic” and other media-types have an immutable “record copy”
somewhere that has life-cycle requirements to be met. Yet we want to do many things with or to them, and
we especially want to access them in different ways. Regardless of storage media, the traditional way to do
this is to fde them one way (file structures) and then index them in several other ways (cross-referenced
metadata). Consider the Public Library’s Author, Title and Subject card files of old.

This f31.ingscheme has the obvious advantage that humans can look for them by using meaningful codes
but it has numerous drawbacks as weu even without human errors (e.g., misfiled cards or misplaced fdes).
These drawbacks can be overcome by addressing the two parts of the concept mentioned earlier assigning a
number to each object in the group (domain) and attaching a machine-readable copy of that number to each
object in some fashion.

On the other hand, once barcoded into cyberspace, any and all records can exist simultaneously in
numerous virtual folders. The “folder” is not actually applied ~til the end of the electronic search and
retrieval process. Each “folder” appears on the computer screen as if the actual files were stored in that
manner. The customer, internal or external, receives ONLY the “hits” on records of the specific type
requeste~ arranged for optimal use. He or she does not have to laboriously sort through piles of files, nor do
record center personnel have to first pull. all those fdes, then reorder them and their contents after the
customer has pawed through them and finally put it all back (hopefidly in the right place).

The variety and availability of virtual folders are limited only by the scope of the original indexing data.
For example, the alphabetically sorted by Name folde~ the alphabetically sorted by Author foldeq the
chronologically sorted folde~ the Records Series folde~ the “everything from a given location” folder, the
“transferred to inactive storage”, “microftied”, “ imaged” and/or “due for disposition” folders. The life
cycle is now flowing electronically and physical file handling limited to absolute need. Since computers move
faster than people an~ unlike people, perform routine tasks in absolute accordance with their progpnming
(training) accuracy of output and customer satisfaction are enhanced.

The virtual folder is several steps beyond the “just tracking it around” approach of inventory
management. To use the grocery store analogy, you can’t walk into a store and ask to browse the short shelf
of “all cereals under $2.50.” You can’t ask to browse alphabetically by name everything produced by General
Foods. And you can’t ask to see only produce that arrived after last Thursday.

Z*.
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Using the virtual folder, all the objects (cereal boxes) represented in the database can be moved around,
displaye~ and changed in many ways. In grocery stores, prices can be changed on hundreds of items
electronically, without going to their physical location. In the context of recorded information management,
the entire information life cycle can be managed electronically. The’ barcode-based virtual folder system
allows customers to see only the records meeting the request parameters and go straight to their location(s).

Cn?icaZA.wnzptions & .Reqz.iirement.r

To efficiently process and retrieve records using a barcode system, the system must be built to properly
support the expected structure of use. When building that structure, go beyond merely avoiding “garbage
in/garbage out (GIGO)” to intensively researching past patterns of retrieval, internal and external customer
expectations and near- and far-future potential uses.

For those involved in storage and retrieval of records classed “Permanent” by the U. S. National
Archives and Records Administration (NAIL4) or where the record is categorized as “Life of the Item or
Activity” which can be measured in centuries, really long-term structural needs and issues require some
StiOUS thought.

Tracking is always the fxst use considered in connection wit+ barcode systems and the most common in
~e field. Regardless of the physical fde structure, barcodes are very handy for keeping track of who had it
last. This statement assumes compliance, however. If the barcode is not scanned and/or the scanner data is
not passed to the master system everv simde time the record moves, then the system is a failure. Care must.
be taken to ensure compliance or periodic verification and correction.

Use of virtual folders has already been addressed on their strengths as a customer-tiendly (specifically
including friendly to the RIM personnel involved) data search, retieval and presentation methodology.
Generally, this is a “sort and group” activity and presents the opportunity to do those tasks in many
innovative ways, without having to reshelve every last record/box, as the overall RIM system adapts to meet
changing requirements and field and internal needs. -.●

Quanti&ing (e.g., “How many of X do we have?”) is another use for the barcode, one that might be less
apparent. Within the search parameters of a given query, it is possible in a well-defined system to ask for a
total of “hits” rather than a listing. On a larger scale, what that gets the RIM professional is the ability to
identi@ customer bases, quanti~ holdings by customer and possibly even allocate resources to or justify
requesting resources from those same customers. Having hard data (e.g., “I’ve 305,000 of your documents in
30,000 feet of boxes”) to show gives firm support to the RIM professional’s side of interactions.

The assumption “barcode improves workflow” is trueonly if the barcode system is integrated into both
administrative and technical processes and not just stuck into them. Improved workflow is something RIM
professionals talk a lot about. We are historically and chronically short money, staff and facilities. Grafting a
barcode labeling system onto an existing file s~cture and workflow is not going to improve workflow and
may, by adding an extraneous step, actually make things worse. For example, using a
group/chronological/name-based record shelving (file code) structure is possible with barcode but how the
barcode will access those records had better be seriously considered before doing it that way. If the unique
barcode just HAS to be stored/shelved non-sequentially, consider a location/shelf/folder barcode and scan
that, too. This ties nicely back to both “system planning” and “tracking”.
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Along the same lines as workflow considerations, it is sometimes tie and sometimes not that use of a
barcode system speeds up production, whether or not that “production” is defined as “everything
person/group does” or a specific task set such as “pulling records for transfer to inactive storage.” If that use
was considered in the system plan it is in all probability going to be a lot faster when facilitated by a barcode
system. If, on the other hand, this is a late thought that the system cannot accommodate it is not going to get
any better. It may get worse unless either the process is changed to adapt to what passes for the barcode
system or the system is reprogrammed/changed to meet this new need. The latter is better than the former
in terms of long-term affect and livability; however, the best case is consideration of even wild future uses in

I
the original pla~.

WHAT BARCODE CANNOT DO

Cw-e a Bad Work Flow

Every step in a RIM program that isn’t meeting RIM needs – compliance, customer, or internal – is
wasted. Many years ago, I had a course in “computer system design and analysis.” The professor was also a
working professional in this then-new field. His words still ring tie, “if you computerize a mess, you will
have a high-speed, electronic, really BIG mess.” Labels not withstanding, barcode systems are electronic
systerns and are only effectively used in an integrated program”- of information management. In and of
themselves, these magic barcode numbers are not going to fix one thing. If records are routinely lost or
misplaced internally they are not going to be found any quicker for the addition of a barcode, even if it had
been (unlikely) scanned. The barcode system approach can, however be used as a too~ or excuse, to
straighten any curves and back-steps in a convoluted workflow and also to re-train staff.

COJ7Nothing

I
It is not possible to be a little pregnant nor to have a partial, barcode system. A partial system is no

system. During system planning serious consideration must be igiven to the associated direct and indirect
costs of conversion, upgrade, and/or maintenance. Each operation is unique; however, what follows are
some general items to consider (and why) for allocating conversion and/or upgrade dollars. Dollar amounts
are deliberately not given because they vary widely based on the final size and configuration of the system.

I = Equipment

Preprinted labels will be addressed as “supplies.” Unless using preprinted labels, the actual barcode
labels come out of something. Barcode printers come in a variety of types, price ranges and
interfaces. To avoid nasty surprises, the workflow, quantity of labels to be printed, their types and
computer system requirements must be deeply considered before making these purchases. There is a
profound risk of a self-created bottleneck if only 1-2 people in a large operation have the barcode
printers.

The barcode printer driver software must be proven compatible with the existing common operating
environment (COE) systems in the RIM program and the larger, corporate environment if there is
one. If the indexing/metadata system is going to generate the barcode as part of the indexing
operation (common) the isvo sets of software require a high degree of compatibility. Buy equipment
that works with what you have or will (on its way or soon) have. Interface coding is expensive to do
and more expensive to maintain.

*.
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How are you planning to read/scan the codes on the shelves, documents, boxes et al? That
equipment must be specified, costs identified and planned for. While spares are expensive, so is
being without.

In all cases the relative merits of service con~acts for hardware versus fee-per-service conditions
must be considered. One or the other ~ be paid for, so chose and budget for it in advance or there
may not be a choice later.

H Programming

No system is plug-&-play, all advertising to the contrary. Changes will have to be made to get the
barcode hardware and software installed and working with the indexing system unless total
conversion to a system that “comes with both” is made. In the latter case, the programming costs
move into the realm of either adapting the RIM operation to the shape of the system (least effective)
or spending progr amming dollars on adapting the system to the RIM/customer need (best long term,
but expensive). Barcode integration into an existing operation is the most common situation.

Some questions to consider and/or ask management & vendors during the planning and costing
stages follow. You ~ pay for this, one way or another. How, how much, and where the money
comes from are the only considerations. The more direct-and indirect costing data available on these
topics the better the plan and subsequent implementation. Running out of money in the middle of
implementing a barcode system is a bad thing.

■ How is the barcode going to be generated, meaning what RIM-system command or
activity causes that to happen?

= Who (RIM IT?) specifies the changes, to what level, and how are associated costs
allocated (e.g., overhead, internal charge-back and/or vendor)?

■ Who/what organization/vendor is. going to make the necessary RIM system changes
and maintain them? Time and money estimates are important here. Over-estimate both
for safety (yours). Turning a reasonable amount of mohey back at the end of a project is
a good thing it is a reflection of your ability as a planner and implementer.

■ How are both barcode-specific and RIM system changes documented, by whom and for
how much? This question specifically includes provision for periodic upgrades. In the
middle of a real disaster, when a hot or cold site has been activated, is not the time to
wish you’d had money then for the documentation desperately needed now.

■ Supplies

Supplies are riot free and can cost quite a bit over time. Budget for the initial installation, a few back-
ups (for times when whatever is on order but not delivered) and annual usage of labels, printer
ribbons or inkjet refdls.

If not printing labels in-house, the cost of preprinted quantities of labels and possible reprints is a
factor in the initial (project) budget and annual budgeting thereafter. Preprinted labels have the
advantage of no barcode printer and related software/supply costs. The disadvantage is total reliance
on the supplier and lack of flexibility. If someone sticks one to a table and it’s ruined, number is
GONE unless periodic replacement labels are purchased in some fashion or document is somehow
re-indexed to a new barcode number.

.-e.
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s Personnel Training

RIM personnel need to know how to generate, apply, file and retrieve by the barcodes; in short, to
use them effectively in their work-setting. “It’s easy, here read this book,” does not cut it and has
potentially serious long-term implications. It maybe days or years before the RIM manager finds out
that different people have evolved their own ways of dealing with the barcode process, based on
their individualized readings of that book. How many records/boxes have flowed through the
system in that time?

StandAlone

Most importantly, a barcode system cannot stand all alone and separate from tbe rest of the RIM
systems. Any addition to a program that is an independent graft will fall off at the ilrst crisis. ‘we don’t have
TIME to do that.” will be the very justified cry of RIM personnel. As has been stated repeatedly, if the
barcode uses are not planned as integral parts of the overall RIM system and workflow they are going to be
more work and less output.

To work the barcode system must be integrated into the daily operations and special tasks to the ftdlest
extent possible. Complicated, convoluted adjustments to the regular workflow, all or most undocumented
unproven, and not provable, will have to be made later to “make the barcodes work.” That is backwards.
The barcodes are supposed to facilitate the workflow. If they are not going to be part of that flow they will
not facilitate it and you may as well forget the whole thing before getting into real (audit) trouble.

Failure to consistently apply the barcodes results in lost documents from their being lost on the way to
the shelf (internally/in workflow), misfiled signed out to the field and never backed, and/or transferred to
inactive storage without changes to document location field. The record center may “have” the document
but it only counts if it is found. Lost internally is still lost to the customer.

Verification ,
The barcode system cannot just start and go without verifica~on, which is required to make the barcode

system part of the overall RIM program and not just a more-or-less effective add-on. Most RIM
management and staff have had many, WY quality assurance (QA) training sessions. However tedious the
sessions, the fundamental QA question: “How do you know that?” is a valid one. A barcode system must be
validated to be useful. “Useful” in this context includes to the RIM organization, its internal and external
customers and the future owners and users of the information stored. .

“It’s all fine because now we are bar-coding” is a very dangerous lie to tell yourself, customer, or auditors.
Verification processes should be built into the workflow (quality control). After the fact verification (quality
verification in the purest sense) should be performed outside the regular workflow either internally by a
separate team (may be l-person team) or independently. This process takes time but is a RIM effort for its
own sake with several additional benefits:

■ Verification of filing accuracy – are the documents/files/boxes where they are alleged *O
be on the shelves? If noq where are they? Corrective actions include restraining staff,
correcting document/box locations in database and even reconstrucdng files that tie
apparently lost and gone forever. There may also bean opportunity to improve workflow if
the same error happens at roughly the same spot with some regularity.
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Verification of data entry – are the computer entries for the units (records, boxes,
whatever) accurate? This ties back to “location” aspect of the last bullet but includes tiding
errors, customer-used record number transpositions and other errors with the potential to
“lose” a record to searching protocols/queries.

Verification of database – this is NOT the same as the last bullet. There’s an error in
M@osoft Access (AutoNumber) that occasionally lets it generate “holes”. Numbers in what
is supposed to be absolutely sequential assignment are skipped. Some other RIM software
products have their own inherent structure issues and/or flaws, I’m told (haven’t seen
those). To the RIM staff, customers, or auditors, the shelves will show those holes. Periodic
verification of the database itself – a skipped nurnbti search for example – allows those
holes to be properly filled.

Proof of Program – Individuals working in nuclear RIM settings have special requirements
for proving %4 progiams. V7hen quality control is included in the regular workflow and
annual or biennial self-assessments are performed and documented, the RIM program has
that proof, as well as valuable information about the actual program status.

EXAMPLES & USES ..

With all the warnings and concerns strewn throughout this paper, what is barcode good for really? Given
solid program design and implementation, the short answer is “a lot.” Along with more generalized
information, some of the most well proven RIM uses for barcode are addressed in this section. The “bad”
meaning “don’t work -well or at all” uses are in the following section.

Types of Barcodes

Over 250+ symbologies to choose from can be more than a li~~e daunting, but in practice there are quite
a few less in general use and many of those, notably the 2-D ones, are not suited to RIM applications. Check
the list of references at the end, particularly the web sites, if you have a special interest in this highly technicaI
data. For the purposes of choosing a bticode symbology, speci@ usage and system needs very clearly in ~e
Request for Proposal (REP) then get the local computer professionals involved in reviewing the resultant bid
responses for feasibility. The bulleted items that follow are some of the most common barcode symbologies
and their general categories. ITS indicates an International Technical Standard.

= Linear Symbologies

~ Code 39 (most common)

■ Interleaved 2-of-5

■ Codabar

■ Code 128

E Code 93

■ Channel Code USS Telepen

■ ITS 931

■ ITS Reduced Space Symbology (RSS)

■ Composite Symbologies

■ EAN UCC Composite Symbology (ITS)

.*.
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■ ITS Aztec Mesas

= 2-Dimensional Symbologies Multi-Row Symbols (rare/not used in RIM applications)

= Code 49

■ Code 16K

■ CodablockF

■ PDF417

= ITS MicroPDF417

■ ITS Supercode

■ Matrix Symbols

■ Dot Code A

■ Code One

= . MaxiCode

■ Data Matxix

■ Aztec Code

H ITS QR Code
..

Work Place U.reJ

This list is not all-inclusive. It is intended to show how one technology can be and is adapted for use in’ a
wide vwiety of non-RIM functions, industries, and activities. The emphasis in all cases is on control, speed,
and accuracy. Particularly in high volume (e.g., retail sales) and/or high rigor (e.g., pharmacy) applications bar
code technology is crucial to the required accuracy of the process while allowing production cost savings and
improved customer satisfaction from speedy handling.

-,*

Pharmacies (expiration & dispensation)

Patient identification & record tracking (hospitals/clinics)

Work-in-progress (WIP) tracking

Statistical Process control (SPC)

Produce-to-market (life-cycle/salability)

Retail Sales/inventory

Chain-of custody

Serial/part number control

Gas cylinder tracking

Shipping & receiving

Access control
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■ Invoicing

■ HR time& Attendance

s NASA satellites (tracking)

■ AnimaS tracking

Idezztj%-ation& Tracking

The fundamental concept behind all these symbologies and uses is the unique identification and tracking
of objects. The barcode in use can provide, through the managing database, information about

What the item is – a hardcopy record, disk tape, CD, folder, box, etc.

Its characteristics – size, shape, weigh~ fragili~, storage requirements (relates to media qqie).

Current location – where is it and/or who has it now? This is very usefbl for RIM
operations with multiple customer-contact locations and/or storage facilities. The level of
detail can be broad (e.g., Building) or very precise (down t; the documents per folder).

All txevious locations - chain-of-custody/history - commonly found on waste management
and water quality samples and associated records.

Where it is Poitw next – routing and handling requirements, useful with approval
authorization process in nuclear RIM context for documents still requiring handwritten
signatures.

Lame-scale movement – e.g., these boxes are scanned to ~ese pallets going to this building,
shelves, etc., and then reversing process as taken off pa.llet;~

In all these cases, consistency of label application and barcode scanning at every step are crucial to getting
reliable data and subsequent reporting accuracy.

Storage& L#e@e Management ‘

RIM programs are always chronically short storage. Whether for dense media (fdm, CD, tapes, et al) or
more historically common paper-based records, there is rarely room for all of it. This is not unexpected or
unplanned for, that is why there are retention and disposition schedules. However, as retention periods
expire and records are released for destruction, the space they occupied is available for use. So, how is your
storage used? How much do you have, left? How quickly is it filling? These questions can be answered by
using barcode information quantitatively and combining record locations with known shelving data.

This kind of data is easy to come by and can be used to:

■ Shift records in storage for a more effective arrangement based both on planned retention
periods and known retrieval request frequency

= Pd. for destruction and allocate space to new material coming into the records facility(s)

.:*.
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■ Plan for future expansion, transfer to off-site/vendor-maintained. facilities, and/or convert
to microforms as necessary to retain the information in a compliant format and effectively
manage space when there isn’t going to be any more forthcoming

■ Provide hard data to corporate planners and administrators on the effectiveness of current
space management and justify any expenditure for off-site storage, media conversion and/or
new or expanded RIM facilities.

Doing a massive file shift once a year or so is not really feasible when the operation involves millions of
records and thousands of boxes, as well as other media and their associated storage facilities. The alternative
is to use the barcode to track the documents through their Iifecycles linked with their storage location(s) at
any point in the cycle. The active document goes from the shelf of an active, outlying satellite records center
into a box. The box is shipped to a long-term storage facility. The past-retention, authorized-for-destruction
box-full is destroyed.

Filing only by accession number (the barcode) allows straight fde/re-fde without any knowledge beyond
kindergarten-level matching skills and ability to recognize the numbers O-9. Staff training emphasis moves
from the detailed fZing plan and retrieval strategies to data en~ and database queries in response to customer
requests. “Holes” in the shelved records become glaring errors to be investigated and corrected as opposed
to space left for that “section” to grow. There is no need to leave that growth rooq because the next
records will go on the shelf after the last ones, in numeric order.

When the material is boxed for transfer to inactive storage, it is based on a virtual folder listing for that
type and retention of material. The listing becomes the basis for whatever paperwork goes with the records
in the box. In an active center and depending on how much is pulled to go to inactive storage in a given
period, some shifting may be done to accommodate the newest material and close gaps left by pulling for
storage. Note that physical gaps in active or inactive storage (shelving) look bad to visitors. RIM program
staff may know what those “holes” are but customer perception is more than half of the RIM program
marketing efforts. Barcode number gaps are invisible to casual visitors but may well be very visible to the less
casual guest or auditor. -.*

Using Out-guides/cards for larger in-folder or in-box gaps indicates that the RIM program has, and
complies with, a methodology for dealing with active gaps. If the gap is due to documents permanently
removed for. destruction or transfer to another facility, then the RIM program manager should consider
periodically compressing the spaces/holes in a folder-based system to more effectively use e,xisting space.
However, that can be minimal and go toward either “end” of the syst~. The existing shelved material can
close up and move toward the putative front of the shelving or move back toward the “end” and newer
material allowed to “wrap”. That determination is partially based on how much le~cy (out-of-the-woodwork
old stuf~ material is routinely processed because that may have already used up all or part of its “shelf life”.
This issue is a non-issue with boxed/bin-based storage because open bins can arbitrarily be assigned to new
boxes as they arrive at the facility.

Open shelves in tbe active center and open bins in the less active center can be identified as such as an
automatic part of the flow process. Scanning the active document to a new box, for example, notifies the
system that shelf space just opened up. When the box gets to the new facility, it is scanned as received and
the system identifies and displays possible open locations (bins). At the selected bin, the box is scanned, the
bin is scanned, the data is uploaded to the master database and the space inventory and box location are
updated. At disposition, the box is pulled, the bin scanned for “open”, and when actual destruction takes
place the box is scanned one last time as “destroyed this date.” Update the database with the scanned
information and both the completed Iifecycle of the documents involved and the associated space
availabili~/management issues are addressed by this single, straight-line throughput. The two possibilities for
human error in this process are “failure to scan” at a given step and “failure to upload scanned information.”
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Quantitative Meuu.irenzent

Quantitative measurement - how much of what is where - is made a great deal easier with a barcode
record system. As initially addressed in the Critical Assumptions & Requirements pottion of this paper, the
virtual folders can be counted as easily as anything else can. The result of the “counting” process is a clear
idea of what types of record are held, their relative percentages of overall holdings and associated customer
date. If there are gaps and missing groups in comparison to the records inventory, then customer outreach
needs to go into action and fmd out what happened to the expected material before it is lost to the corporate
memory or arrives at the records center in a less than manageable lump. If most of the records from a group
or division come in at a set time or interval (#records + organization + date received) then the workflow can
be adjusted on an equally regular bask so this work is handled more smoothly and with minimal disruption of
services. Stafiing, budgeting and resource allocation planning are all made more accurate and reliable with
hard data as provided by using the barcode system quantitatively.

The possibilities for human error in this process are poor searching parameters, poor baseline
information (HOW sure are you of useable shelf space to begin with?), skewing the results, and failure to verify
actual holdings periodically to avoid “drift”.

- Rettieval ..

Virtual folders have already been discussed at some length. What is worth emphasis is their use as a
customer service tool. The customer has more input to the searching process and is able to see this
involvement pay off in exactly what he or she wanted to see. A seven-second screen turnover time is long,
these days, and 3-5 days or even 3-5 minutes to retrieve records is a very long time to sit at the counter
waiting. From experience, the first time a customer is presented with a listing of virtual folder contents
matching their search criteria, they’re excited, delighted and overwhelmed. Many times a “give me all”
request becomes “1 really only need these five”. They were asking for rriore to be sure they got what was
really needed. The customer goes away satisfied at not having to wade through 50 folders to see the needed
five documents. RIM staff members are happy that they didn’t have to pull 50 folders, rearrange them after
the customer pawed through them, and then teshelve all that. Time and money are saved and both internal
and external customer satisfaction increased. Retrieval accuracy is also improved. The unique nature of the
barcode means that two documents with similar names are seen as “two” not duplicates of the one. When
the customer reviews the virtual folder listing he/she will see these similarities and make a human decision as
to which one is required. The customer feels more in control of the process and RIM personnel aren’t
pulling everything on the shelves off to satisfy a broad-spectrum (wild) request.

Numeric filing is a harder sell for many RIM professionals because it takes the last step toward total
reliance on the computer for hardcopy file management. ,How the author uses it in an active, high-rigor,
high-volume record center is addressed later in this paper. The fundamental premise is simple, howeve~ it is
no longer necessary or desirable to have a iile system arranged for human memory-based retrieval in the
modern, computerized world. Records are kept for fbture use, period. Whether that use is by a field
customer, compliance auditor, in response to a Fwedomof ItifomzationAct (FOIA) request, or for any of a
hundred other reasons, the bottom line is that most records never leave the shelves except for Iifecycle
milestones (e.g., transfer to inactive long-term storage or destruction). Storage methodology should be based
on ease of rebievabili~. Using virtual folders means “folder” content changes with each search. As
discussed, this is very much to the RIM program and customer benefit but means shelving by physical
groupings of some sort may actually be counter productive.
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Filing by the number and only by the number allows minimal disruption to the other shelved material to
meet any given request. Further, if more than one customer is at the counter wanting similar but not the
same things they will not have to wait for each other to “please pass the folder” since their virtual folder
listing will be individualized There maybe some overlap but not as much as would be likely with a topically
or organizationally grouped file system. How numeric filing impacts storage management has already been
addressed.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

The biggest “other” consideration is how the barcode will be linked to the document. The label size,
shape, durability are important considerations. If labels fall off or fade over time in warehouse-type storage,
life can get very interesting and unpleasant quickly for the RIM organization. What about “other media”?

Large labels have the advantage of high visibility and space for things like “title” or other cross-
identification information. On the other hand, finding a place to put that large label in a small space on the
back of a document, diskette or other media without obscuring text or messing up-the reading mechanism is a
major challenge. There is no hard-fast answer to this one. The individual RIM program has to tailor the label
size and shape (e.g., square, rectangular) to the functional needs of that organization. It may be possible to

generate a ~ff~ent s~e/shaPe of label for the sm~erinon-swd~d me~a bY hav% a sPeci~ b=o$e
printer to generate labels for that material on an as-needed basis; In all cases, the ability to scan/read the
labels need; to be standardized so only one symbology should be used.

The excellent article by Ann Balough in the January 2000 Recorai@ Infonwation
addresses labels and scanning considerations in some detail.

In light of what did and did not happen with Y2K in both 1999 and early 2000, every

ManagementReport,

computer system –
specific~y including barcode systems ~~d subsystems – should specifj an estimated breakdown or “required
conversion” date. For example, in my system and at current growth rates, there are both sufficient barcodes
and indexing database capacity to manage through approximately ~050. Computer systems rarely last more
than 3-5 years. Any programmatic upgrades are likely to happen well befote system failure and can include
necessary conversions, reprogr arnming or increased field sizes. In fact, an upgrade to Windows 2000 and
Access 2000 as part of the Common Operating Environment are planned for late Calendar 2000 or early
Calendar 2001.

BAD BARCODE USES

Short answer “Anything that doesn’t facilitate the RIM process.”
addressed as adjuncts to other headings. Two common usage errors remain

Much of this has
to be addressed.

already been

MuL?z)leTjpes, Same Use = NO hnaginatio~

There is no point in having multiple types (symbologies) of barcode in the same setting to do the same
thing. That shows a lack of imagination for getting the best out of one, unified system as well as a lack of
process control. This situation is usually due to repeatedly changing administration, since there is no business
need to do this and several good reasons not to. Note that there can be different sizes and types of LABEL
generated for different media, though this requires some specialized programming/printers/drivers, without
changing the fundamental barcode format and uses. The reasons not to have more than one type of barcode
for the same use include:
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m Direct and indirect costs associated with however many different types of printers, software
drivers, and supplies. The indirect costs include multiple maintenance contracts, multiple
vendor interactions and difficulty of keeping all staff up on all,the “ways we barcode.”

Probable increase in human error. Errors available to choose from or have to guard against
doing it this way include mislabeling, misfiling based on mislabeling, bad or no search
results, poor space management due to miscalculation of holdings by “type”, and associated
retention/disposition issues.

It looks bad. This doesn’t sound like much but it can be crucial when showing system(s) to
an auditor. The person looking for a uniform, provable, documented system is going to
have a flag go up and start digging when seeing several types of barcode used for the same
thing. This is especially true when the current RIM manager can only reply “it was like this
when I got here” in answer to “why.” Can you say %nding”? When I was an auditor in one
of my c~rporate lives, I sure cotdd ‘and did. - “ -

Mu&bie Uses,Same ~pe = ForceFit

This is the exact reverse of the preceding item but it works just as badly. This is not normally an internal
problem for RIM organizations; we are mostly “one product/one process” operations. Every once in a great
while, however, some technical type convinces or tries to convince senior management that it would be
“easier “, “cost effective” or some other common buzz word(s) to just stuff all the barcode applications in the
company into one scheme.

In rebut@ it is not “easier” but actually much harder to make and keep a force-fit. It is a lot cheaper and
easier to fit disparate barcode systems used for disparate processes together at a point higher up the logic tree,
for example, in a data warehouse application. What the technical type is really saying is “it would be easier for
me to program and/or support one thing.” Yes, it would, but your business is not in business to do that.
After careful analysis and design, different functions may require.,~fferent types of barcode. One of those
“different” functions may weli be the RIM organization. Defend and justifj your position with conversion
costs, retraining time and costs, and lost productivity estimates.

Offer the data warehouse option as a more modern, cost effective alternative that is well within the
technical organization’s capacity (or should be). If nothing else, that should keep them busy and out of the
way for a while.

An easy way to handle the customer need to retrieve by their internal barcode or other numbering system
is to &eat those like any other xeference number for indexing purposes. The scheme/format they use then
becomes irrelevant and the document continues to be retrievable inside the RIM organization system in the
same manner as all other records of that type. This incidentally should provably meet the intent of the
“normal course of business” portion of the U.S. Bwitzes.rRecord-Act.

COST EFFECTIVENESS

the
Ultimately, the barcode/not-barcode decision comes down to when, for a given organization it is worth
costs and efforts involved. In a low-rigor, low-volume environment it may not be worth the hassle.

:*.
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Small organizations with slow days and intermittent requests have plenty of time to store, retrieve and process
based on a more manual approach. I @ow of no nuclear RIM setting that falls in that group.

The decision criteria have been stressed throughout this pape~

m

■

■

m

Worlcflow – how high is it and how fast does it flow? There is much to say for the
simplicity of a flow process that looks like index the document, print label (or pull
prepfited one), apply to document, shelve it. People in any profession tend to skip steps
when rushed, if there are very few and very straight forward steps that is less likely, sort of a
built-in quality control process.

Work Volume – Current & Projected. If there are thousands of records and/or boxes
flowing into the RIM organization and that flow is likely to increase over time, then barcode
may be the salvation of the process. If the work volume is sporadic and may actually
decrease as a project process winds down, then there maybe no need to implement barcode
based RIM programs with the associated installation and training costs.

More “Bang for Bucld’ - productivity expectations are increasing with American worker
productivity. The odds are high that a staff member lost is not going to be replaced in most
organizations. So, if the barcode system improves the productivity of the existing/remaining
RIM staff then it fits the criteria for “more bang for the buck” since it is likely to be less
expensive (though not necessarily) than a fidl-tie employee’s wages and benefits. If
properly maintained, it will never cdl in sick or go on long vacations, either.

Cost-Benefit Ratios - therearelots of books on these. The quick and dirty way to do it is. . .
to add up the costs, direct and indirect, of current operations and also project them over
time given the last 3-5 years’ cost and production figures. Nex~ get all the information on
available barcode technologies, equipment and vendors. Add that to the conversion and
training costs. Consider present and possible future uses of the barcode-based system.
Benchmark with other, similar organizations. Then answer this question Will it cost more
to do than I’m paying now in terms of money, time and/or effort? If yes, reconsider the
barcode option or revisit the data as possibly missing something. If no or, even better,
“savings possible” write up a proposal and start selling senior management the concep~

When h It NOT Worth It?

Going to a barcode-based, numerically flle~ virtual folder retrieval RIM system is not worth it when all
of the “worth it” answers honestly come out “not”. If not for any other reason, the individual or team doing
the analysis is not behind the process and nothing works when people “know” it will not.

If the analysis was true and fair, and the answer came up “not worth it,” then continuing along the track
toward a barcode system is a personal pet project, and will die when that person quits, dies; is ftied, or
transferred. That barcode systems are trendy, cute, something “everybody else” is doing and/or “Somebody
Went to a Seminar” (including this one) and came back all enthused does not make anything right for a given
RIM organization. The decision on going to a barcode-based RIM system, with all that that entails, should be
based on the programmatic and funding hard data researched and reasonable future use projections.

.T*.
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WHAT I’M DOING

From the Fired Year 2000 Semi-amzualReport:

Available merncs requirements for these activities are given in brackets [] with the compliance level as of
this report.

■

■

m

m

■

m

Staffing 6 exempt (manager, programmer, 4 analysts), 4 non-exempt record technicians.

The original staff, including manger was 15 full-time employees. The contract was let in 1997 with a
maximum staffing level of 10; a nearly 300/0reduction,

Current Records Processed in <10 working days: 12,855 [99.98V0 versus 90V0 required]

Legacy Records Processed: 761 (-28.4 filingfeet)

Boxes to Storage: 18 (2,124 records)

Retrievals in <8 working hours: 2336 (of which 837 were for various audits) [1OOYOvs.
90?40requirement]

.-

Copies Made 23,995

Systems@ Equz&nent

■ Microsoft Windows@ NT and Access@ ’97 (database originally

migrated to Access 0’95 in 1996 and then (1997) to Access@ ’97)

-.*
■ Ten Zebra-Stripe@ barcode printers; one of which is held as spare

developed in Oracle”,

■ Three barcode scanners (two at main facility and one at remote sub-station)

Total Bczrcode-BasedFiling – Wby @ How Achieved

The system I inherited with my current position in August of 1997 generated barcode but no scanners
were present or in use nor was the barcode consistently used for filing or retieval. Eighty-percent of the
filing was in folders by generating organization with subsets by year and document type. The other twenty-
percent of the records held by this active records function were loosely shelved in barcode order.

Looking at it, the barcode was not being used except in the loosest accession-number, sense. It was an
external adlunct to a predominately traditional, organizationally based file plan. Further analysis, indicated
that a 10°/0 space savings, better (by 5-10°/0) retrieval due to consistent fhg, and effective use of reduced
staffing could be achieved by integrating the barcodes already being slapped on the records into the overall
RIM program. The analysis process included working through a formal problem-solving session by some
skeptical customer organization representatives. Particularly given the reduced staffing levels, fhll RIM and
barcode system integration and streamlining were vital to meeting customer and contractual requirements.
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The system was completely convetted to numeric ffig and virtual-folder-based retrieval in the first 10
months and has continued that way through the third contract year. An actual fifteen-percent of the shelving
was freed for use since there were no longer space allowances for file series section growth. The loose
records are in folders with the ilrst and last barcodes contained in them indicated on the folder label. New
records are filed strictly by the barcode and retrieved the same way. Out-cards indicate records removed for
customer review or other use and are easily prepared since they require only the barcode, person removing
record and a date to identify the document sufficiently to later re-file correctly. There are no gaps, spaces, or
holes in the shelved record folders, as used. The average time spent filing has dramatically decreased from a
high of nearly 15 hours/week to less than 8 hours/week.

Retention-Di.po~ition

The barcodes are the foundation of the process for pulling records for transfer to inactive storage.
Virtual folders are created by queries for records of a given creation date range within a record series; e.g.,
HE-200-201-OO0 with creation date on or before 12/31/1992. That list is used to pull the records born the
active shelving. No out-cards are prepared because the records will not be re-f!ded at this facility. The
barcodes of pulled records are scanned and electronically compared against the virtual folder to ensure all the
records were in fact pulled. An internal box number is assigned to the virtual folder, which is held to the end
of the process, meaning records are moved and all database updates complete. Even scanning is only done
once. Allocating a little memory to hold that temporary file is more cost effective and accurate than
rescanning the barcodes at every turn.

The scanned data is used to generate the required record transfer form(s) for submission to the receiving
organization. W’hen the forms come back approved, the assigned analyst calls up the virtual folder, adds the
i%al storage number provided and releases the folder to update the actual index entries for the given records.
Physical box transfer to the Inactive Storage organization completes the process.

There is a detailed and complete transfer form that is directly tied to the barcode entries for the individual
documents. The documents have the correct location @active Storage) in their location fields and also the
box identification number used by the receiving organization. Since this is an active center and managed
under contiact to the operating organization, no actual destruction takes place. If done it wotild be at the
Inactive Storage locatio~ which would notify the active center of the action. In that case, the box
identification number would be used to generate a virtual folder of all barcodes in that group and the index
entries for those records changed to “destroyed” and the date. Note that all of this is without anyone getting
up from his or her workstations.

Rettieual

The virtual folder is once more the process foundation. Customers get a list, which can be sent to them
electronically in an Excel spreadsheet or handed to them at the counter, of all documents, by barcode, held by
the center and meeting the search criteria given. Customer picks items or asks for them all. Records are
pulled and customer has review at counter, make/send copies, or image choices as to how she or he wishes to
view the information. ‘

Customer-tailored searches and high-speed retrievals (average is <10 rein/document set requested if
under 20 documents) have resulted in high customer satisfaction ratings as measured by the contacting
organization. The last rating was 4.9 of 5 or “excellent” and no customer performance rating has been below
4.7 of 5 or “nearly excellent”.

.-*.
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SpaceManagement

To date (March 31, 2000) there are over 182,000 records in the database, with over half of them still
actively shelved. While the contractual melxic is “hold five years of active records” space savings achieved

. using the barcode-based system allow the center to comfortably hold eight years’ records and make them
immediately available to requesting customers.

Processed records are usually shelved in barcode order on open shelves in a mobile aisle system. Where a
record is on non-paper media, an out-card indicating the record’s location in the media cabinets is.placed in
the hardcopy fdes as a pointer. The fist and last barcode numbers in each folder is shown in standard color-
coding on the folder side-tabs. Where a multi-volume document is filed (e.g., environmental chain-of-
custody analyses) there may be several folders with the same f~st and last number on the shelf together. This
is not a conflict since the set will stay together on the shelf due to their number and volume numbers are on
the document sections.

There are no shelving gaps, as documents are filed numerically by their barcodes. When records are
pulled for transfer to inactive storage, the remaining documents from several folders may be combined into
one. All that requires is to put them in a folder and appropriately label it. File shifting is minimal since a
whole row can move to one end of the mobile aisle system without doing more than emptying one bin. While
z massive and time-consuming reordering was required to convert the lile series-based filing to a barcode-
based system, minimal effort is needed to maintain it. Should the “end” of the available shelving be reached
the options of wrapping to the front again or doing one massive shift (estimated at 24 person-hours work)
should be sufficient to allow growth for the next 3-5 years with little or no further shifting.

InternaLAxsewzent/ Verzj$cation

All the activities discussed in this paper and the accompanying presentation are based on the
presumption of barcode accuracy. Without accuracy this does NOT work. No human being is perfect, so
integrating verification into the workflow is key to ensuring that acctuacy.

The 1SS Records Center does 100% review of every document against the relevant procedure, indexing
data, barcode number, and image (if done) before the barcode is actually applied and the document shelved.
Someone other than the data entry person(s) does the review. Errors are corrected or returned for
correction. Where a pattern of error is found, the individual is retxained or the procedure modified for clarity.
This is not, however, a perfect process either.

Annually, the shelved documents are barcode scanned as part of an internal assessment. Misfiles and
“lost” documents as well as system-generated holes are found, corrected and the process verified. As the
barcodes in a given folder are scanned the system highlights any “misfiles” to be pulle~ as well as keeping a
running tally of numbers against the database. At the end of the process, we have near 100% certainty that
we know what we have and where we have it. The Annual Internal Assessment is also program verification
to the outside agency or internal auditor. All the records are being scanned anyway and those ready to be
moved to inactive storage are pulled and prepared for transfer at this time.

suMMARY

Barcode technologies are ol~ solid, available in a dizzying array of symbologies, and increasing in daily
use. When used to the fullest extent as part of an integrated RIM program, barcode technology offers a
provable, cost-effective and customer-fiendly alternative to more traditional record Iifecycle management.

.-*.
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